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Descriptive Summary

Provenance: Gift from Claude de Brueys in 1948
Title: De Brueys Family Collection
Dates: 1770, 1808, 1814, 1816, 1820, no date
Abstract: This collection contains copies of various certificates relating to Francis de Brueys and one baptismal certificate for Pedro Henrique La Roche.
Extent: 8 folders
Accession: 12852; 12856.1-12856.6

Biographical / Historical Note

Scope and Content

This collection contains typewritten or photostat copies of documents and certificates relating to Francis de Brueys. There is also one baptismal certificate for Pedro Henrique La Roche

Subjects

Francois de Brueys
Martha Cyprene Reynaud
Pedro Henrique la Roche

Access of Use Restrictions

Access

Collection is open for research
Related of Separated Materials

11515.3 Mrs. Francis Palu de Brueys, from oil portrait, copywork [photograph]
11515.4 son of Admiral Francois de Brueys, from oil portrait, copywork [photograph]
11515.5 Admiral Francois Paul de Brueys, copywork [photograph]
11515.6 Mrs. Gabriella Gutierrez de Brueys, from Bernard oil portrait, copywork [photograph]
11515.7 Edward Joseph de Brueys, from Bernard oil portrait, copywork [photograph]
11515.8 Prof. Henri Clemmens de Brueys, from Bernard oil portrait, copywork

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
De Brueys Family Collection, Louisiana State Museum Historical Center

Acquisition Information
Gift from Claude de Brueys, 1948

Notes
There are no original documents in this collection.

Contents List

Folder 1: Certificate of Marriage (1848 Copy) issued to Francois de Brueys and Martha Cyprene Reynaud. January 2, 1770.

Folder 2: Photostatic copy of permission granted to Francis Brueys to sail from Pa to New Orleans. Philadelphia. September 13, 1808.

Folder 3: 1860 copy of Marriage between Francois de Brueys [son of Francois de Brueys and Martha Cyprene Reynaud] and Josephine de la Roche. September 22, 1814.
Folder 4: Certificate [Photostatic copy] issued to Francois de Brueys that he was in Campaign of 1792. New York. September 23, 1816.

Folder 5: Copy [typewritten] of service date of Francois de Brueys for obtention of the Cross of St. Louis. September 24, 1816.

Folder 6: Memorandum [typewritten copy] by widow of Francois de Brueys to recover pension. September 27, 1816.

Folder 7: Typed copy of 1821 copy of baptismal certificate of Pedro Henrique La Roche. July 15, 1820.

Folder 8: Photostatic copy of drawing of Francois Paul, Comte de Brueys. No date.